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Looking for
something to set
you apart from
competitors? 
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Responsibly designed tailor made
functional uniforms, helping my

friends in contemporary hospitality
achieve lasting impressions



How? Start by
ordering a uniform
trial kit for the team
to test-wear today 
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Select styles1.
Head to our online shop then choose any

styles you would like to try from our

showcase collection. 

2. Add to cart 

Add chosen styles to your cart, here you will need

to select  the '12 week trial option' in checkout. We

suggest test wearing a couple of styles or otherwise

you can take advantage of our hospitality

experienced stylist to help you. 



3. Wear 

3

Delivery has arrived, get straight into it and test

our uniforms for yourself.  Don't forget to style

different ways, alternate shoes etc get your

teams thoughts and feelings, bend, squat, twist,

twerk, wash, wear, wash repeat by following our

easy enviro-care wash instructions. 

4. Return 

We notify you when your trial is nearly up.

But if you were like our other clients and 
decide sooner that you love the comfort and

practicality of our work-wears you can

simply keep your uniform then head online to

place an order for your team. If you were

unsure, follow the returns instructions in your

kit and once returns are received you will be

issued with your store credit.  For something

a little more unique for your company get in

touch and we can design an entirely new

uniform exclusive to your team that meets

your needs and brief. 
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What's in the trial
kit?



Your chosen uniforms ready to wear. All made to order in Melbourne,

Australia and delivered to you in compostable packaging and recycled

materials. Included is an ordering catalogue to keep handy for your future

orders whether for onboarding staff or opening a new establishment.

Selected Styles + Catalogue

Of course, you need to feel and see for your self the real colour thats why

we encourage a trial wear. We include   our fabric swatches of our

collection colour range and suggest you use them like you would a paint

swatch with your decor and decision making  More colours available with

custom design or tailoring services 

Fabric + Colour Swatches

You'll find a very handy go-to size guide stick-on the-fridge magnet, so

you wont loose it when looking for a quick reference when hiring new

staff. A tape measure also to give your staff the autonomy to take a

moment and pick a size they will feel comfortable and confident in.

Size guide + Measure Tape

We know your time is precious so we pack a prepaid compostable satchel

for you to put your washed trial uniforms straight in the post box if you

decide to send them back. A email/ text when your 12 week test-wear

period is coming to an so you have enough time for the uniforms to be

returned washed follow our simple wash and return guide.

Prepaid Return + Wash Guide
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"Cool design,
comfortable to wear,
love your jacket, love
my job" 
-KOKI ISHIZAWA (BARISTA SUPER RANDOM- NOBU) 



Ready to
get started?
12 weeks hassle-free, test-wear trial period with free returns and store

credit with any uniform styles. See what suits your team before bulk

ordering. A time frame proven to help you make better decisions. Enabling

priority of your staff wellbeing, your businesses success and our planets

sustainable future.

START TRIAL

https://www.dayseven.com.au/shop


For the perfect team style and an
even better customer experience

try our personal styling, tailoring
or custom design service

packages

(e) hey@dayseven.com.au



For every
uniform a

tree is
planted

raise your
corporate

responsibility
trees are planted and protected in Australia with fifteentrees.org 
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hey@dayseven.com.au
dayseven.com.au

+61415129536
@daysevenau
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